ELECTRIFYING the Hydraulics World
At Terzo, we are bringing a new level of innovation and efficiency to
the world of electro-hydraulics. Backed by two decades of research
and development iteration, Terzo is building power solutions to turn
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a legacy industry on its head and putting the clear advantages of
electrified power systems into practice.
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Our commitment to revolutionizing the fluid power industry has led
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system – the Hydrapulse®. This technology enables the electrification
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compressors and much more.
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the Terzo team to develop the world’s first and only electro-hydraulic
of the fluid power systems like hydraulic power units, auxiliary systems,

Visionary Engineer, Industry Disruptor
Mike Terzo, a mechanical engineer and graduate of Montana State
University, set out on a path to develop and design a new, energy
efficient electro-hydraulic pump nearly 20 years ago. He has since
tested, experimented, veered off path, and early on, even coined the
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end of the week “blow-up Fridays” because, well, sometimes stuff
literally blew up.
Now he’s blowing something else up… the power industry itself.
• Six years of development and the 2014 launch of Hydrapulse
technology and Terzo Power Systems
• Developed over 100 products for industrial clients as a
recognized expert in manufacturing and hydraulic systems
• Design engineer for the first company to make ADA accessible
pool lifts (His lifts dominate the global pool-access market)
Mike Terzo and his team are rewriting the benchmarks
for performance and functionality while simultaneously
disrupting an industry that needs to be turned upside
down in order to build a sustainable future.

“Sometimes, standing out means
standing for something and that can
cause quite a bit of controversy…”

Mike Terzo, Founder
terzopower.com

